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Financing: Options 

•  Tax funded subsidies 
•  Premium cross-subsidies 
•  Price cross-subsidies 



ACA: Do not deny coverage because of preexisting 
conditions.

•  So: Community Rating (no discrimination based on medical history) 
[Assume: private insurance -- no single-payer.]
–  FAIL: Adverse-selection death spiral (Healthy people choose to go 

uninsured until they get sick, leading to a poor risk pool, leading to 
high premiums, leading even more healthy people dropping out.)

•  So: Community Rating → Individual Mandate* (Everyone required to 
purchase insurance even if they don’t currently think they need it.)
–  FAIL: Many can't afford insurance.

•  So: Community Rating → Individual Mandate → Government 
Subsidized Premium**
–  SUCCEED.

* Premium cross-subsidies
** Tax funded subsidies



Options for covering pre-existing 
conditions 

1.  Insure healthy people to share cost.  
2. Government pays.* 
 
 
*NB: The government also gets its money from people, 

most of whom are healthy.  
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The Cost of Health Care 



The Cost Conundrum by Atul 
Gawande 

•  McAllen, TX 
– Physician culture; practice patterns 
– Compare: El Paso, TX 

•  Regional variation: How much variability 
would you expect? 

•  Explanation for high cost of American 
health care? 



Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care

•  MediCare Spending
–  "... studies comparing similar patients have found 

that those in higher-spending regions are more 
likely to be admitted to the hospital, spend more 
time in the hospital, receive more discretionary 
tests, see more medical specialists, and have 
many more different physicians involved in their 
care. "

–  "The extra care does not produce better outcomes 
overall or result in better quality of care..."



Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care

•  Supply-Sensitive Care
–  "Supply-sensitive care refers to services where the 

supply of a specific resource has a major influence 
on utilization rates. The frequency of use of 
supply-sensitive care is not determined by well-
articulated medical theory, much less by scientific 
evidence; rather, it is largely due to differences in 
local capacity, and a payment system that ensures 
that existing capacity remains fully deployed. "

•  www.dartmouthatlas.org
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Probability of Death for Boys and Men 15 to 60 Years of Age in Sweden, Australia, and the United 
States, 1970-2007 
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Moral hazard 
•  A party insulated from risk may behave differently from the 

way it would behave if it would be fully exposed to the risk. 
–  Example of information asymmetry: one party in a transaction 

has more information than another.
–  The party with more information about its actions or intentions 

has an incentive to behave inappropriately from the perspective 
of the party with less information.



RAND HIE: High Deductible Health Plans

•  Minimal or no effect on health status for 
most.

•  Exception: Poor and sick -- harmed by 
reduced utilization.
– HTN less well controlled; annual likelihood 

of death increased 10% (in spite of 
reduced cost sharing for low-income 
families).



ACOs 

•  Networks of doctors and hospitals 
would coordinate patient care and earn 
bonuses if they save Medicare money 
and meet quality targets.



Cost Control 

•  Appropriateness: most appropriate response to 
the patient’s medical condition

•  Cost-Effectivenes: lowest-cost therapeutic 
approach to reach a given therapeutic target

•  Price of Changes in Health Status: price paid for 
a given improvement in health status



Cohen J et al. N Engl J Med 2008;358:661-663 

Cost-Effectiveness of Selected Preventive Measures and Treatments for Existing Conditions 
(2006 Dollars) 



Projected federal spending as percent of GDP



Medicare vs. employer-sponsored insurance 
cost growth 






